OVERVIEW

GBV incidents presented in this dashboard were collected and reported by the UNHCR and its partners. Survivors are refugees and asylum seekers. Based on field collection, 54% of GBV incidents took place in the country of asylum (Cameroon) against 46% in the countries of origin. Women and girls are disproportionately affected representing 96% of identified survivors.

INCIDENTS TYPE

112 GBV incidents
- Rape: 5%
- Forced Marriage: 4%
- Sexual aggression: 7%
- Physical assault: 22%
- Denial of ressources, opportunities or services: 36%
- Psychological Emotional violence: 26%

PLACE GBV INCIDENTS OCCURED

62 Place GBV Incident Occured
- Home of the survivor: 87%
- Domicile of the perpetrator: 6%
- Bush / fields / forest: 2%
- Others: 5%

ALLEGED PERPETRATORS

60 Perpetrators of GBV
- Husband-wife/intimate partner: 46
- Other family member: 4
- Father/Mother: 2
- Friend/Neighbor: 1
- Community member: 1

RESPONSE AND PREVENTION ACTIVITIES

Awareness-raising activities on GBV
- 32,681 People sensitized during awareness-raising activities
  - 62% Women
  - 38% Men

GBV Assistance
- Psychosocial support: 70% (need: 30%)
- Medical assistance: 89% (need: 11%)
- Legal assistance: 33% (need: 67%)
- Material assistance: 32% (need: 68%)
- Socio-economic support: 84% (need: 16%)

PPG*: Population planning group
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